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A computational model of emotional
alignment

Introduction

Abstract. In order to make human-robot interaction more smooth and
intuitive it is necessary to enable robots to interact emotionally. Having
a robot which can align to interlocutors emotion expressions will enhance
its emotional and social competence. Therefore we propose a computational model of emotional alignment. This model regards emotions from
a communicative and interpersonal view and is based on three layers:
The ﬁrst layer comprises the automatic emotional alignment, the second
layer the schematic emotional alignment and the third one the conceptual emotional alignment. In a next step we have to implement our model
on a robotic platform and to evaluate it.
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In social interaction, expressing and understanding emotions is essential [11].
Furthermore, personal mood, attitudes and evaluations implicitly inﬂuence communication processes ([12]; [?]). Therefore, interaction is always emotionally colored [10]. This statement is in harmony with Schultz von Thun [14], who postulates that in addition to the objective meaning, emotional information is also
conveyed (e.g. the revealing of the self or the relation to the interaction partner).
A study by Eyssl et al. [7] exempliﬁes the relevance of emotions in human-robot
interaction. They found that people sympathize more strongly with a robot if it
communicates emotions.
One reason for this might be that people expect a behavior, which they often
express themselves in their real-life interactions [23]. In other words: There are
many emotion expressions in human- human interaction (HHI), and therefore
people presume the same for human-robot interaction (HRI).
With regard to the account of alignment, postulated by Pickering & Garrod
[16], there are communicative mechanisms, which lead to an adaptation between
the interlocutors. This adaption is an essential part of human-human interaction
([8]; [13]), according to this the contextual aspects of emotional processing have
to be taken into account for building social robots.

Related Work

With regard to the account of alignment, postulated by Pickering & Garrod [16],
there are communicative mechanisms, which lead to an adaptation between the
interlocutors. In contrast to other communicative theories, alignment is based
on automatic and resource-saving processes [18]. In this context alignment is an
essential part of human-human interaction [8]. That alignment is also an important part of human-computer interaction was illustrated for example by Suzuki
and Katagiri [20] or Branigan et al. [4]. Concerning emotions, we understand
a communication as emotionally aligned if both interaction partners show adequate reactions to expressed emotions. This can be a simple mirroring or copying
of the emotion expression, an emotional reaction based on emotional contagion
or an empathic reaction (see Part 3). Linking these diﬀerent levels of aﬀective
adaptation processes, we propose a layer model of emotional alignment between
humans and robots as the basis for a computational model that will produce
emotion expressions. These emotion expressions are inﬂuenced by the emotional
adaptation process in communication on the one hand and contextual and situational aspects on the other hand.
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Most computational models of emotions are inﬂuenced by anatomic approaches
(e.g. [21]) or appraisal and dimensional theories of emotions. As an example,
Marsella and Gratch presented EMA, a computational model of appraisal dynamics. They assume the dynamics arises from perceptual and inferential processes operating on a persons interpretation of their relationship to the environment. A model based on the dimensional approach were proposed by Gebhard
[9]. The ALMA integrates three major aﬀective characteristics emotions, moods
and personality and covers short, medium, and long term aﬀect. They implemented their model of mood with the three traits pleasure (P), arousal (A), and
dominance (D) as described by Mehrabian.
The WASABI Aﬀect Simulation Architecture by Becker-Asano [2] puts appraisal
and dimensional theories together. Becker-Asano models emotions by representing aspects of each secondary emotions connotative meaning in PAD space, he
also combines them with facial expressions, that are concurrently driven by primary emotions.
In communicative approaches the expression of emotions fulﬁls two functions.
On the one hand the interactant is informed of one’s mental state, on the other
hand the expression is used to request changes in others behavior. A computational model of these approaches enable the social robot to decide on it’s own
when an emotional display will fulﬁll the expectations of the user.
A model for multimodal mimicy of human users were developed and implemented by Caradakis et. al [5]. In this case the mimicry is realized in a loop of
perception, interpretation, planning and animation of the expressions.The result
is not in an exact duplicate of the human but an expressive model of the users
original behavior.

Layer model of emotional alignment

Fig. 1. Theoretical layer model of emotional alignment

Automatic Emotional Alignment

Level 1

Schematic Emotional Alignment

Level 2

Conceptual Emotional Alignment

Level 3

Paiva [15] describes an empathy-based model for agents, which involves two
stages. The ﬁrst one is the empathic appraisal, the second one the empathic
response. Boukricha et al. [3] propose an emotion model for a virtual agent, too.
Thereby the authors focus on alignment processes based on empathy.
In this paper we want to demonstrate a computational model, which isn’t only
limited to one level of emotional alignment. Hence, we believe that our threelayered computational model of emotional alignment is a promising extension to
established approaches. In the following sections the model and especially the
layers will be described in detail.
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Each communication signal is part of a bidirectional process [10]. Therefore we
propose a layer-model of communicating emotions which regards emotion expressions from a more social and interpersonal view [6]. This model, called layer
model of emotional alignment (see ﬁg. 1), has three layers: The ﬁrst layer comprises the automatic emotional alignment, the second layer the more schematic
emotional alignment and the third layer the conceptual emotional alignment.
Based on these levels we are able to describe the functions of emotion expressions in human-robot interaction and their underlying processes. It is important
to note that the diﬀerent layers do not represent diﬀerent categories of emotions
(e.g. primary emotions vs. secondary emotions). Our model presents a distinction between automatic, schematic and conceptual emotional adaptive reactions
(=alignment) to the interaction partner. While it is still under debate if these
mechanisms are distinct alternatives in human-human interaction, we suppose

Computational Model of emotional Alignment

our layer model of emotional alignment to be highly relevant and helpful in
designing human-robot communication [6]. In the following we introduce the
computational model based on this layer model and describe the diﬀerent layers
in detail.
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Developing a computational model of emotional alignment requires building a
system which is able to produce the similar phenomena that can be observed in
human-human interaction. Such phenomena might be mimicking an emotional
expression, emotional contagion or empathy.
In the following section we describe a computational approach to implement the
proposed layer model of emotional alignment on a robotic platform. According
to the theoretical model, the computational model (ﬁg. 2) can be split into three
levels of computational complexity. In the following sections, the main components of the proposed model will be described in detail. Thereafter the levels of
processing will be speciﬁed.

Perception and Expression of emotional Stimuli
In human-computer interaction it is useful to get visual as well as auditory input
to analyze the given situation and react in an appropriate manner. The input
component (ﬁg. 2, box 1) of the system takes diﬀerent input-sources into account. The model uses a multi-modal approach to compute the emotion. It is
not restricted to the inference of only one channel (e.g. only facial expressions)
but rather uses a broader spectrum of information and applies diﬀerent techniques, such as speech processing and pattern recognition, to make an inference
from this data. Because any given sensor will have various problems with signal
noise and reliability, and a single signal will contain limited information about
emotion, the use of multiple sensors should also improve robustness and accuracy
of inference. The promising approach seems to be the combination of recognition
of emotional features from voice (e.g. [22]) and the analysis of facial expressions
(e.g. [17]).

Recognition of Context
According to our model of interpersonal emotions it is indispensable to take the
whole situation or even parts of it into account and extract the relevant features
for the current interaction. In a natural interaction factors like the expected
reaction of the interlocutor (congruent/incongruent with the expectation), the
human relation (private/occupational) or the sympathy for each other determines the situational context.
This context (ﬁg. 2, box 2) is divided into an external part and an internal part,
which is a situational memory of the robot. The internal situational knowledge
is necessary for several reasons, e.g. for the formation of expectations during an
interaction or to model the essential background knowledge about the current
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Internal Model of Emotions
Artiﬁcial emotions in a robotic system can fulﬁll several conditions, beginning
with the computation of facial expressions up to inﬂuencing the whole behavior.

In the parent-child interaction, a parent may smile after a child has succeeded
at a diﬃcult task. Even so, there can be a parents smile after the child has failed
at that task. The message of these smiles diﬀer. In one case, the smile can be an
expression of happiness and pride; in the other case the smile can be seen as an
encouraging signal ([1]).
With regard to the importance and the complexity of the context, the recognition of the context inﬂuences emotional alignment on every level. In this way the
situational context is also involved in the decision on which level the emotional
alignment occurs.

application.
The external part of the context models the surroundings relevant to the robot.
That is, the current interlocutor and all visual and auditory stimuli are part of
the situational context. All of these objects and events may inﬂuence the robot,
the kind of reaction as well as the level of processing.
The recognition and evaluation of the context is mainly dependent on the current task. The relevant factors in a storytelling-situation may diﬀer from those in
a child-parent situation. In the storytelling-situation, a smile of the interlocutor
can be related to a funny part of the story, but it can also be the reaction to
the robots expression. So the reason of the smile may diﬀer: It can convey an
emotion of the teller or mirror the observed smile.

Fig. 2. The proposed computational model for emotional alignment.

output generation

In our interpersonal model the emotional state (ﬁg. 2, box 11) is ﬁrst and foremost important for the conceptual level of emotional alignment. According to the
intended purpose, the emotional state is mainly inﬂuenced by the apperception
process of the conceptual layer. In addition a feedback from output generation
will enable a synthesized utterance to inﬂuence the internal emotional state.
According to several ﬁndings, facial feedback inﬂuences the own experience of an
emotion [19]. The link between output generation (ﬁg. 2, box 6) and emotional
state (ﬁg. 2, box 11) realizes a kind of facial feedback. By linking the process
to the emotional state, a synthesized emotion can inﬂuence the internal state of
the robot.

Layers of Processing
As aforementioned the processing of the emotional feedback may occur on several
layers of complexity. The choice of the level depends on the level of understanding
and the necessity, i.e. in case of non-understanding only the level of automatically emotional alignment can be reached. On the lowest level the processing
is limited to perception (ﬁg. 2, box 4) of an emotion and the copy process (ﬁg.
2, box 5). The middle level, named recognition (ﬁg. 2, box 7) and contagional
process (ﬁg. 2, box 8), uses the features previously extracted by the underlying
level to compute a hypothesis with respect to the observed expression. The third
level, the apperception (ﬁg. 2, box 9) and the adaptation process (ﬁg. 2, box 10),
is the top-level process.
In the following paragraphs we describe how the three levels process a given
stimulus and produce an emotional reaction.

Level 1: Automatic Emotional Alignment
On the lowest level the processing is limited to perception of an emotion and the
copy process without a classiﬁcation of the emotion. This means that the visual
and auditory information will be captured and analyzed on the signal processing
level.
According to our model a given stimulus will take a route starting from perception (ﬁg. 2, box 4). In this component, the presented stimulus will be analyzed
on a level of signal processing. The gained features are provided to the following component (ﬁg. 2, box 5). Depending on the modality of the stimulus, this
process maps the received features into motor-commands or prosodic features
of the emotional display. With this mapping the next component (ﬁg. 2, box 6)
will be able to synthesize an emotional utterance with similar or even perhaps
the same emotional feature as the perceived. On this level the module of context
recognition (ﬁg. 2, box 2) may inﬂuence the way and the frequency of automatic
adaptation of emotional expressions.

Level 2: Schematic Emotional Alignment
The second level of emotional alignment processing builds on the automatic
level. But, schematic emotional alignment uses the perceived motor movements
to recognize the observed emotion by analyzing its distinct features (e.g. vi-

sual or prosodic cues)(ﬁg. 2, box 7). In the following contagional processing
the relevant emotional expression is chosen (ﬁg. 2, box 8) and information for
output generation is transferred to (ﬁg. 2, box 6), where a motor program produces an emotionally aligned output on all relevant channels. With respect to
a storytelling-situation, the process can be described as follows: The narrator
reads a passage to the robot. At the same time he expresses a speciﬁc emotion, e.g. sadness by a sad facial expression and tears. The whole expression is
perceived by the robot, which combines the diﬀerent features to recognize the
correct emotion. Based on emotional schema, the social robot will then align
with the narrator. For example, it will show sadness by a sad facial expression
and an altered prosody, although the human interaction partner did not speak
with a sad voice but expressed his sadness by tears. Nevertheless, the robot
recognizes the emotion and expresses it itself exceeding mimicry and automatic
emotional alignment.

Level 3: Conceptual Emotional Alignment
The third layer of emotional alignment is the most complex level. Similar to
the underlying, this layer receives contextual informations as well as the preprocessed sensory input. On this level the emotional input has to be classiﬁed
and analyzed with regard to it’s inﬂuence on the internal emotional state (ﬁg.
2, box 11). The third layer consists of the components apperception (ﬁg. 2, box
9) and adaptation process (ﬁg. 2, box 10). The process of apperception can be
described as a conscious recognition of an perceived emotion whereas the input
of the context recognition (ﬁg. 2, box 3) is taken into account.
In the process of adaptation (ﬁg. 2, box 10) the robots takes the own emotional
state (ﬁg. 2, box 11) as well as the result of the apperception process into account. This generates an emotional response to the given stimuli.
With respect to the storytelling-situation, the process can be described as follows: As on the schematic level the narrator reads a passage to the robot and
expresses a speciﬁc emotion, e.g. through his face and voice (ﬁg. 2, box 1). The
whole expression is perceived by the robot (ﬁg. 2, box 4), recognized (ﬁg. 2,
box 7) and consciously percepted (ﬁg. 2, box 9). Inﬂuenced by the situational
context and the internal emotional state, the social robot will then align with
the narrator. For example, if the robot percepts a sad facial expression and
the evaluation of the situational context implies that the narrator read a sad
part of the story it will try to cheer him up. In summary, this model is not
limited to describe only one alignment process, e.g. empathy or mimicry. It regards emotional interaction processes from a more communicative perspective
and integrates alignment processes, which can be allocated to the three layers
(automatic, schematic, conceptual). In addition, the model is inﬂuenced on all
3 layers of processing by internal and external context factors. Communication
with an (emotionally) aligning robot is supposed to be much easier than with
less adaptive partners.
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Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper we argue that the current state-of-the-art models of artiﬁcial
emotions should include communicative adaptation processes to reliably model
human-robot interaction. A robot, which aligns in communication to the emotions expressed by the human partners, will not only be perceived more natural
and emotionally more competent but will also enhance successful communication. As an extension to Pickering and Garrods model of alignment in communication, we presented a computational model of emotional alignment.

Acknowledgements
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Fig. 1. Outline of the overall design of a first empirical study

Abstract. The applicability of appropriate coping strategies is important in
emergencies or traumatic experiences such as car accidents or human violence.
However, research on human reactions to traumatic experiences is very
challenging and most existing research uses retrospective assessments of these
variables of interest. Thus, we are currently developing and evaluating novel
methods to investigate human behavior in cases of emergency. Virtual Reality
(VR) scenarios of emergencies are employed to enable an immersive interactive
engagement (e.g., dealing with fire inside a building) based on the modification
of Valve’s popular Source™ 2007 game engine.
Preliminary results of a first empirical study (cp. Figure 1) suggest that our
VR scenario has a similar fear-inducing effect as a short movie clip (BeckerAsano, Sun, Kleim, Scheel, Tuschen-Caffier, & Nebel, 2011), which previously
has been evaluated to induce fear. In addition, the neutral VR experiences
during the training sessions did never elicit fear in our participants, letting us
conclude that the interactively presented emergency itself was indeed the fear
eliciting factor in the experimental sessions. In the long run, we aim at a more
detailed analysis that includes the personality questionnaire and physiological
data, which will be analyzed in correlation with the trajectories of the
participants in the VR emergency.
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Abstract. A method to assess the quality of customer service phone
interactions is to point callers to an online survey where they can express their opinions, wishes, complaints, commendations, etc. by way of
free-form text input. This paper investigates to which extend semantic
classiﬁcation can be applied to large amounts of surveys (thousands) in
order to answer questions such as those in the following examples:
– Which callers are calling about their bill, technical issues, product
pricing, etc.?
– Has the percentage of callers complaining about long hold time on
the phone increased from month to month?
– Who is asking for a call-back or is threatening to cancel service with
the company being called?
– Is the caller conveying positive, negative, or neutral emotion referring
to a certain topic?
Three statistical classiﬁers (Ripper, SVM, naı̈ve Bayes) were evaluated
on a manually annotated set of 5589 surveys using ten-fold cross-validation. In doing so, 15 diﬀerent topics (classes) were investigated. In an
additional set of experiments, each class was associated with an emotion
ﬂag (positive/negative/neutral) to add valence to the picture. In order to
cope with the occurence of multiple classes and emotion ﬂags in a single
survey, we introduced a novel annotation language encoding semantics,
emotion ﬂags, and temporal sequence of topics. A demo system can be
accessed at http://suendermann.com/verbatim.php5.

Introduction

In a world where product and service features barely diﬀer among competitors of
certain businesses, the quality of customer service is an important diﬀerentiator.
E.g., in the telecommunication industry, bundle services nowadays include cable
TV, high-speed Internet, landline and wireless service whose features are largely
identical among diﬀerent providers. In addition to lower pricing, providers try to
diﬀerentiate their services by means of superior customer service and support.
Consequently, one of the main focuses of the customer service departments of
large companies is to constantly monitor the quality of services rendered [8].
A frequently used method to assess customer support is to survey customers [16, 7] . This can be done in a number of ways including

1) out-bound calling customers and asking a number of questions,
2) asking customers who are calling into a service hotline a number of questions
right after their service interaction,
3) sending customers a personal e-mail after a completed service interaction
with a link to a survey web portal.

Survey questions are generally of these types:

A) yes/no (e.g., Were you satisﬁed with this customer service interaction?),
B) multiple choice (e.g., Which was the reason for your call: billing, payment,
technical support, general inquiry, or something else?), or
C) free-form (e.g., What was the reason for your call?).

Responses to questions of Type A or B can be evaluated in a rather straightforward fashion by calculating frequency distributions over the number of possible
choices (e.g., 85% of the callers were satisﬁed [Type A], or 21% of the people
called about billing, 18% wanted to make a payment, etc. [Type B]). Type C
allows customers to express their opinions and desires in an unconstrained way,
which has the potential of conveying lots of useful and detailed information. E.g.,
by matching customers to the call center representative serving them, it can provide very speciﬁc feedback. An example of a Type-3 survey response collected
via a web interface of a large cable service provider is

Cynthia’s assistance went above and beyond. However, even though Cynthia oﬀered me a new contractual option with your company, (Which I
will give it a 1 year trial) I feel that my rates for cable & internet are
extremely high and if they continue to rise, I will discontinue my service
with your company.

It is certainly worthwhile for customer service managers to read such survey responses every now and then to hear the direct voice of the customers. However,
in companies processing millions of customer interactions every week [13], the
manual processing of free-form customer feedback becomes unfeasible. Instead,
in this paper, we propose the application of semantic classiﬁers to textual features in order to identify surveys belonging to predeﬁned topics (classes). This
method can be useful to answer a variety of questions of primary interest to
stakeholders in customer service departments. Examples include the ones listed
in the abstract:

– Which callers are calling about their bill, technical issues, product pricing,
etc.?
– Has the percentage of callers complaining about long hold time on the phone
increased from month to month?
– Who is asking for a call-back or is threatening to cancel service with the
company being called?
– Is the caller conveying positive, negativ, or neutral emotion referring to a
certain topic?

Section 2 will focus on the derivation of topics and emotion ﬂags; the annotation
scheme will be discussed in Section 3. Then, in Section 4 we will provide details
on the experimental setup around this work and present results.
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Topics and Emotion Flags

an Automated system,
the Billing department,
the Costs of services,
a billing Dispute,
an Emergency situation (e.g., callers threatening to cancel service),
a request to Follow up with the caller (call-back request),
a Human representative,
the automated Internet troubleshooting system [1],
Other topics,
a Product,
the general-purpose call Router [5],
a vague mentioning of an automated trouble-Shooting system [1],
a Truck roll or a Technician on site,
the automated cable TV troubleshooting system [1],
Wait time in line.

Topics of particular interest to customer service departments, e.g. in the cable
provider market vertical, include surveys about
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Brieﬂy tell me what you are calling about today.

The bolded letters are unique to each topic and will be used to refer to topics in
the scope of the annotation scheme introduced in Section 3.
A ﬁxed number of unique classes to distiguish in written documents generally
suggests the application of a semantic classiﬁer similar to what is being used for
the task of call routing [4]. There, callers are asked to brieﬂy describe the reason
for their call in response to a system prompt such as

After applying large-vocabulary speech recognition to the caller response, a semantic classiﬁer is applied to the recognition hypthesis returning one of a number
of possible call reasons (classes). High-resolution call routers sometimes distinguish hundreds of classes [14].
However, it turns out that responses to call routing system prompts and
survey responses of unlimited input length diﬀer considerably in their nature.
The example given above is prototypical for free-form responses in that they are
not limited to a unique topic but contain a time sequence of topics. The topic
sequence of this particular example is decoded in Table 1.
Reviewing this example, we observe that the mentioning of a topic can be
associated with a certain emotion. The emotional ﬂavor of a customer comment
is clearly of special interest to the customer service department. It is crucial to
know whether people like or hate their services, whether they had a positive
or negative experience with the call center agent or spoken dialog system, or
whether product costs are considered cheap or expensive. For this purpose, we
introduce a three-point emotion scale (positive/neutral/negative).
In Table 1, each topic is also associated with an emotion ﬂag, so, we see for
instance that a human agent is mentioned twice, once in a positive way (went
above and beyond) and once neutral (Cynthia oﬀered me).
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Table 1. Example for a time sequence of topics

However, even though Cynthia oﬀered me...

Cynthia’s assistance went above and beyond.

C

O

H

H

-

-

annotation emotion ﬂag

a new contractual option with your company, (Which I
will give it a 1 year trial)...

E

text

I feel that my rates for cable & internet are extremely
high...

+

and if they continue to rise, I will discontinue my service
with your company.

Annotation

As motivated in Section 1, we want to apply statistical classiﬁers in order to
automatically analyze the membership of a given survey to the classes and emotion ﬂags introduced in Section 2. In order to train the classiﬁcation models, we
need to establish respective training data. In our case, we need to map the survey
text to the canonical classes and emotion ﬂags it represents. This process is often
done in a supervised manner (i.e., manually) and is referred to as annotation.
Semantic annotation as required for a standard call routing task (see Section 2) maps exactly one class to a given utterance/text [5]. Figure 1 shows
annotation software which lists a number of caller responses to the aforementioned example prompt Brieﬂy tell me what you are calling about today. On
the left, possible classes are shown in a hierarchical fashion (similar to a folder
structure). The annotation task consists now of dragging and dropping utterances into one of the classes on the left. For example, the utterance I am having
a problem ordering a movie refers to cable TV service (aka Video), it is about
an Order and describes a Problem. The correct class would hence be
Video Order Problem

Sometimes, callers refer to multiple reasons at once (e.g., I’d like to order a show
and pay last month’s bill). Since the above described annotation method is not
designed to accomodate multiple classes for a single utterance, this utterance
would be mapped to a generic multiple-symptom class. Since, usually, these
cases are negligible (0.4% for our example call router), no special handling for
mappings to multiple classes is required.
As shown in Section 2, the situation is completely diﬀerent for the case of
unrestricted surveys. In fact, the corpus used in our experiments (see Section 4),
contained 64% surveys with multiple classes.
To cover all possible scenarios of classes and emotion ﬂags which can be
associated with a given survey, we came up with a simple language describing

Fig. 1. Annotation software processing data of a call routing task

Fig. 2. Annotation software processing data of the survey task

H+HOC-E-

the time sequence of topics and emotion ﬂags encountered in the survey. Here,
the coding scheme of Table 1 is used, so, for the table’s example, the semantic
annotation string is

Generally, our annotation language l can be expressed as
l := c[l]
c := t[e]
t ∈ {P, H, W, T, B, D, A, R, I, V, C, F, E, O}
e ∈ {+, −}

Measuring Performance

In addition to the substantial diﬀerence between the annotation scheme of a call
router and that of the free-form surveys we introduced in Section 3, there is
also a major diﬀerence in the way classiﬁer performance should be measured. In
spoken-language understanding tasks as for instance in call routing, the classiﬁcation hypothesis is simply compared with the canonical class (which a human

4.2

binary when discarding emotion ﬂags at the ﬁrst place, i.e., the classiﬁer would
return 1 in the case it is conﬁdent that the survey is about a certain topic,
otherwise 0. This means that as many classiﬁers have to be trained as there are
distinct classes, i.e., in our case 15.
When adding emotion ﬂags to the picture, one has to be aware of the fact
that a single survey can possibly contain multiple mentionings of the same topic
with diﬀerent emotion ﬂags each. Principly, every single combination of positive,
negative, and neutral are possible in a single survey for a single class (in our
example in Section 2, we had positive and neutral for the class H. Consequently,
when we would intend to use a single classiﬁer per topic, it would have to be
able to return every possible combination of emotion ﬂags: +, -, 0, +-, +0, -0,
+-0, so, seven distinct return values. Here, 0 stands for neutral.
Another possibility to cope with emotion ﬂags in this framework is to train
separate binary classiﬁers for each topic/emotion ﬂag combination. I.e., we would
have an H+ classiﬁer, an H- classiﬁer, and an H0 classiﬁer for the topic H.

The Classiﬁcation Framework

Experiments

Figure 2 shows how the same annotation software we have applied to the call
routing scenario can be used to produce the annotation string. While reading
the survey, the annotating person writes the string into the Annotated Value
ﬁeld.

4
4.1

A practical way to answer the questions raised in the introduction of this paper
is to train separate classiﬁers for each topic (class). These classiﬁers would be

annotator produced for the utterance in question). Here, the hypothesis is either correct of wrong. The metric True Total is the number of correct matches
divided by the total number of samples in a test corpus, i.e., it is the percentage
of correct responses of the classiﬁer on a given test corpus [15].
Theoretically, one can calculate the True Total also for the binary classiﬁcation scenario of the current work. However, as it turns out, the result can
be misleading. This is because some of the topics have a very low likelihood of
occurrence. For instance, only 0.2% of the surveys analyzed in this work mentioned I (see Table 2). That means, if we build a trivial classiﬁer that exclusively
returns the majority vote (in this case 0), it would be correct in 99.8% of the
cases, a True Total that seems extraordinarily good. However, it missed all the
cases that did mention I rendering it completely useless.

V

T

S

R

P

O

I

H

F

E

D

C

B

A

topic

wait

TV

truck

troubleshooter

call router

product

other

Internet

human

follow-up

emergency

dispute

cost

billing

automation

description

3.5%

0.2%

10.9%

1.4%

1.0%

23.1%

34.0%

0.2%

66.6%

3.8%

8.4%

4.4%

10.5%

0.6%

3.8%

total

0.3%

0.0%

6.3%

0.2%

0.0%

2.5%

6.7%

0.0%

50.3%

0.5%

0.0%

0.1%

0.3%

0.0%

0.2%

+

3.2%

0.2%

3.7%

1.2%

0.9%

20.3%

20.2%

0.1%

17.6%

3.0%

6.2%

3.6%

9.9%

0.5%

3.4%

-

Table 2. Distribution of topics in the corpus.
Note: Percentages describe the fraction of surveys in which the topic/the topic with a
certain emotion ﬂag was found. Due to multiple occurrences of topics/emotion ﬂags in
some surveys, total does not add up to 100%, and + and - do not necessarily add up
to total.

W

In cases like these, the machine learning community usually considers the
standard metrics Precision, Recall, and F-Measure [11]. Precision is the percentage of correctly accepted tokens in the set of accepted tokens. So, Precision

Corpus and Experimental Results

describes the quality of accepted tokens. Recall, on the other hand, is the percentage of the correctly accepted tokens in the set of all tokens which should have
been accepted. That is, Recall describes the completeness of accepted tokens.
Finally, F-Measure is a harmonic mean of Precision and Recall.
Depending on the speciﬁcs of the classiﬁcation task, Precision and Recall
may not be of equal importance, a fact that is accounted for by diﬀerent ﬂavors
of F-Measures. F1 , the most commonly used metric, treats Precision and Recall
identically, whereas F2 weights Recall twice as strong as Precision. In the current
work, F2 turned out to be a more appropriate metric than F1 because missing
tokens of some of the topics (such as emergency callers, requests for follow-up,
or billing disputes) are considered critical, i.e., missing instances of such topics
are more expensive than false alarms. At any rate, since the above mentioned
trivial majority vote classiﬁer would not accept any tokens, its Recall would
consequently be zero, so would be any F-Measure, including F2 .
4.3

For a large cable service provider [1] with a call volume of several million calls
every month to its service hotline, we collected free-form online surveys as described in the introduction of this paper. The collected surveys amounted to
about ten thousand every month. For a ﬁrst proof of concept, we focused on a
single month (May 2010) for which a number of 5589 randlomly selected surveys
were annotated according to the scheme described in Section 3. We did not separate ﬁxed training and test sets but instead used ten-fold cross-validation [3] in
our experiments.
In a ﬁrst round of experiments, we compared the performance of several
state-of-the-art classiﬁers on this task. We selected the following classiﬁers from
the WEKA toolbox [6] for this work:

– Ripper (a decision tree learner) [2],
– Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), a fast support vector machine implementation [9],
– naı̈ve Bayes [4].

All these classiﬁers rely on sets of feature vectors and their associated class
labels as training data, so, the survey text had to be converted into a feature
representation. There are multiple techniques to represent utterances or texts in
vector form, out of which we have been using the following ones:

– wpres1. Each vector element represents one word type in the vocabulary.
For a speciﬁc text, all those elements representing words present in the respective text are 1, all the others are 0.
– wpres5. The same as wpres1, but only types whose total count in the
training data is ﬁve or more are considered in the vector.
– wcount1. The same as wpres1, but instead of 1 to indicate the presence of
a word in the text, the count of the word is used as element value.

–
–

–
–
–
–
–

wcount5. The same as wcount1 but discarding types with a total count of
four or less.
bowpres1. The same as wpres1, but before establishing vocabulary and
vector elements, texts are converted into a bag-of-word representation, a
compressed but semantically almost identical form of the text [10, 4].
bowpres5. The same as bowpres1 but discarding types with a total count
of four or less.
tﬁdf1. The same as wpres1, but the element values represent the text’s
words’ TF-IDF scores [12].
tﬁdf5. The same as tﬁdf1, but discarding types with a total count of four
or less.
tﬁdfbow1. The same as tﬁdf1, but after conversion into a bag-of-word
representation.
tﬁdfbow5. The same as tﬁdfbow1, but discarding types with a total count
of four or less.

Conclusion

For the ﬁrst experiment (to compare classiﬁers), we limited analysis to tﬁdf1
features which are very common in information retrieval and data mining. We
performed topic classiﬁcation as well as joint classiﬁcation of topics and emotion
ﬂags as discussed in Section 4.1.
At a ﬁrst glance, the results seem to be slightly disappointing, with many
results below 0.5 and even some 0. At this point, we have to remind the reader of
the motivation behind using F2 which was that a classiﬁer can only be deemed
useful when there is a Recall greater than 0 which means, at least one test sample
has to be correctly identiﬁed. Given the extremely sparse and, at the same time,
linguistically diverse set of examples for certain classes, it is almost impossible
for a classiﬁer to produce reasonable output. Nonetheless, this ﬁrst experiment
clearly indicates that the classiﬁcation tree algorithm Ripper outperforms its
competitors SMO and naı̈ve Bayes and will therefore be used in the continuation
of this project. Furthermore, we will use a consolidated score across classes (the
weighted average as shown in the last row of Table 3) in order to help drawing
conclusions more easily.
Looking at the joint classiﬁcation of topics and emotion ﬂags (in parenthesis
in Table 3, classiﬁer is Ripper), it is interesting how similar the results are to
pure topic classiﬁcation. For some of the topics, subdivision into more classes by
adding emotion ﬂags even results in a performance gain.
Results of our experiments to compare diﬀerent feature vectors are shown
in Table 4. Here, we used the Cost Sensitive Meta Classiﬁer oﬀered by WEKA
which allowed us to optimize results towards our target metric F2 . This is why,
this time, tﬁdf1 achieved a higher score than in Table 3.

5

According to these results, the well-established TF-IDF metric performed lower
than bag-of-word vectors. The absolute values of F2 = 0.71 indicate that the

Table 3. Comparing classiﬁers for topics and emotion tags. In bold, results (F2 ) greater
than 0.5.

T

S

R

P

O

I

H

F

E

D

C

B

A

0.57 (0.59)

0.10 (0)

0.58 (0.61)

0.08 (0.17)

0.15 (0.15)

0.26 (0.32)

0.31 (0.33)

0

0.83 (0.85)

0.19 (0.24)

0.25 (0.22)

0.20 (0.32)

0.61 (0.58)

0.23 (0)

0.53 (0.36)

0.22

0.07

0

0.07

0

0

0.11

0.24

0

0.05

0.01

0.08

0

0.04

0.47

0

0.22

0.02

0

0.50

0.49

0

0.89 0.81

0

0.42

0.02

0.19

0.05

0.32

0

0.02

SMO naı̈ve Bayes

V

0.63 (0.61)

topic Ripper (±)

W

(0)

avg

tﬁdfbow1

tﬁdf5

tﬁdf1

bowpres5

bowpres1

wcount5

wcount1

wpres5

wpres1

feature

0.80

0.72

0.50

0.65

0.60

0.71

0.58

0.50

0.54

0.56

0.66

0.7

0.69

0.65

0.74

0.71

0.72

0.74

0.72

0.75

0.69

0.70

0.64

0.65

0.71

0.71

0.68

0.67

0.67

0.70

Precision Recall F2

Table 4. Comparing features. Winners in bold.

tﬁdfbow5

technique can indeed be useful when trying to detect infrequent surveys of speciﬁc topics in large amounts of data. Taking bowpres5 as example: A Recall of
0.74 means that the classiﬁer is missing only 26% of the topic’s surveys. In contrast, a Precision of 0.6 means that 60% of the surveys returned by the classiﬁer
actually referred to the topic. Without classiﬁcation, this percentage would be
much much lower, e.g. < 10% for most of the topics shown in Table 2. Hence,
topic classiﬁcation as preprocessing step can signiﬁcantly reduce the manual
workload associated with the screening of tens of thousands of surveys every
month speciﬁcally for rare topics and emotion ﬂags.
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Introduction

Keywords: Prosody, Voice quality, Vocal social signals, Politeness, Acoustic measures, Acoustic correlates

Abstract. We present an acoustic analysis of politeness and eﬃciency in
a cooperative time-sensitive task experiment. In the experiment sixteen
dyads completed 20 trials of the “Maze Task”, where one participant
(the navigator ) gave oral instructions for the other (the pilot) to follow.
For half of the trials, navigators were instructed to be polite, and for
the other half to be eﬃcient. We investigate what are the main acoustic
factors that are associated with greater politeness in the polite condition
and lesser politeness in the eﬃcient condition.

2

Acoustic analysis of politeness and eﬃciency in a
cooperative time-sensitive task

1

Detection, analysis and synthesis of social signals are topics increasingly applied
in computing technologies. Sensitive Artiﬁcial Listeners (SAL), which are machines that possess some social and emotional intelligence capabilities [7], pedagogical agents that exhibits social intelligence [10] or predictors of behavioural
outcomes in social situations [8] are just some examples where social signals play
and important role.
Social signals like politeness, empathy, hostility, (dis)-agreement and any
other stances towards others, can be expressed through verbal and non-verbal
means in diﬀerent modalities [9]. One of these modalities is vocal nonverbal behaviour – not what is said, but how it is said. This includes prosodic features
such as pitch, energy and rhythm, as well as voice qualities such as harsh, creaky,
tense, etc. Brown and Levinson [1] predicted that sustained high pitch (maintained over a number of utterances) will be a feature of negative-politeness usage, and creaky voice a feature of positive-politeness usage, and that a reversal
of these associations will not occur in any culture.
Social signals, like politeness, typically occur in interactions among people;
this makes it natural to study them in corpora of spontaneous interactions rather
than in material produced by an actor out of context [4]. In this study we analyse
the recordings of a cooperative time-sensitive task experiment designed to study

Data and method

vocal expression of politeness and eﬃciency [2]. In the experiment sixteen dyads
completed 20 trials of the “Maze Task”, where one participant (the navigator )
gave oral instructions (mainly “up”, “down”, “left”, “right”) for the other (the
pilot ) to follow. For half of the trials, navigators were instructed to be polite,
and for the other half to be eﬃcient. In this experiment, task accuracy is an
objective measure calculated by the distance from the cursor position at the end
of the trial and the end point.
In a preliminary analysis of the experiment, it was found that although the
task was very simple and users had few ways to express politeness, it signiﬁcantly aﬀected task accuracy and pilots’s subjective ratings indicate that it was
perceived [2]. So in this paper we investigate what are the main acoustic factors
that are associated with greater politeness in the polite condition and lesser politeness in the eﬃcient condition. We use Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
to analyse possible clusters on the data and multiple linear regression to ﬁnd
the acoustic features that better predict task accuracy. If the task accuracy is
systematically aﬀected by the politeness/eﬃciency condition we would like to
know whether there are predominant acoustic features in each condition.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we start describing the experiment, data and methodology used in this study. Then in Section 3 we brieﬂy
describe the acoustic measures extracted from the data. Results are presented
in Section 4 and conclusions in Section 5.

2

The study consisted of participants engaging in a cooperative task with a partner.
The participant was positioned in front of a computer monitor in one room, while
the partner was in a second room. The assigned task was a computerized maze
task requiring the dyad to guide the cursor from the starting point of the maze
to the endpoint. The participant could see the maze on the computer monitor
but did not have the means to directly move the cursor. The other dyad member
could not see the maze (instead they saw the participants face via a webcam)
but with the arrow keys of the keyboard could move the cursor. The dyad could
communicate via microphones and speakers. Consequently, the participant had
the role of navigator and was responsible for verbally guiding the partner’s cursor
movements. In total the dyad completed 20 trials. The experimental trials were
broken into 4 blocks of 5 trials. In each block, the trials became increasingly more
diﬃcult by increasing the black squares by 5%, also for the second and fourth
blocks the vertical and horizontal cursor controls were ﬂipped (participants were
informed of this change). For the ﬁrst 10 trials, the participant was instructed
to be polite, the second 10 trials to be eﬃcient. Half of the participants were
instructed to be eﬃcient ﬁrst, then polite for the second part. The trials were
time sensitive (less than a minute allotted) and errors (i.e. hitting the walls)
decreased the allotted time limit.
The blocks and trials of every session and the words or command words used
by the navigators were manually segmented. Acoustic features were extracted

from these small segments and averaged if the extracted measure is frame based.
The distribution of data is presented in Table 1, due to technical problems with
the recordings we have analysed 14 of the 16 dyads, corresponding to 4 male
and 10 female navigators. In this table the data has been split according to the
diﬀerence score (Diﬀ score) between the average accuracy scores of the polite
and eﬃcient sessions.
Table 1: Distribution of data. Diﬀ score is the diﬀerence between the task accuracy score
obtained on the polite condition and the score obtained on the eﬃcient condition.

– Hamm breathy = (ltas0−2k - ltas2−5k ) - (ltas2−5k - ltas5−8k )
– Hamm head = (ltas0−2k - ltas5−8k )
– Hamm coarse = (ltas0−2k - ltas2−5k )
– Hamm unstable = (ltas2−5k - ltas5−8k )
– slope ltas: least squared line ﬁt of ltas in the log-frequency domain
(dB/oct)
– slope ltas1kz: least squared line ﬁt of ltas above 1 kHz in the logfrequency domain (dB/oct)
– slope spectrum1kz: least squared line ﬁt of spectrum above 1 kHz (dB/oct)
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Low level acoustic measures are extracted at frame level, with a frame length
of 25 ms. and a frame shift of 5 ms. The frame based measures are averaged per
word. Prosody features are classical features related to pitch, energy, duration,
etc. And voice quality measures are measures mostly used in emotion research.
Prosody and voice quality measures are extracted at word level.
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5

0

−5

−10

Since we do not have perceptual annotations of how polite the users were
when they were asked to be polite, just their subjective impressions collected
through a questionnaire, for the ﬁrst experiment with PCA we selected the
sessions where the diﬀerence score is high. That is, the sessions where the task
accuracy score obtained on the polite condition was higher than the score on the

Fig. 1: PCA analysis of male and female data with Diﬀ score > 10. The ﬁrst two PCs
in female data explain 32% of the variance and in male data the ﬁrst two PCs explain
24% of the variance.

PC2

Diﬀ score > 10 Diﬀ score ≤ 10
Condition female male female male Total
eﬃcient
1127
379
958
562 3026
polite
1452
517
959
382 3310

Acoustic measures

For the analysis of the data, ﬁrst we use Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) to analyse possible clusters on the data and the two conditions. Then
we perform multiple linear regression using the task accuracy score of each trial
as objective measure and several acoustic features as explanatory variables. We
search for the acoustic features that better predict the accuracy score of each trial
using ten repetitions of ten-fold sequential ﬂoating forward selection - multiple
linear regression (SFFS-LM).

3

The acoustic measures used in this study are described in detail in [3], here we
mention them brieﬂy:
1. Low level acoustic measures
– Voicing strengths: full-band and multi-band: str, str1, str2, str3, str4,
str5
– Pitch harmonics magnitude: ﬁrst ten magnitudes: mag1...mag10.
– Spectral features: Melcepstrum coeﬃcients (mcep0...mcep24), Spectral
entropy (full-band and multi-band: spec entropy, spec entropy1,..., spec entropy5)
– Articulatory-based features: Formants, Formant bandwidths, Formant
dispersion
2. Prosody acoustic measures
– Fundamental frequency or pitch
– Pitch entropy (calculated as the spectral entropy)
– maximum, minimum, and range of f0
– Duration of the utterance in seconds
– Voicing rate calculated as the number of voiced
per time unit
 frames
– Energy, calculated as the short term energy
x2
3. Voice quality acoustic measures
– Hamm eﬀort = ltas2−5k

PC2

eﬃcient condition (in this experiment a high score means low accuracy). As we
mentioned in the introduction, in a preliminary study it was already detected a
consistent acoustic separation in individual sessions where the polite and eﬃcient
scores were very diﬀerent.
In Figure 1 a scatter plot of the ﬁrst two principal components of the PCA
analysis is presented. In this analysis we have used all the acoustic features and
the data where the Diﬀ score is > 10 (see Table 1). We expected that the clusters
were more apparent when there is a big score diﬀerence between the polite and
eﬃcient condition. An ellipse in these ﬁgures indicate clusters of words used used
during the polite and eﬃcient sessions. The clusters for male data seem to be
more separated than for female data, but there is also less male speakers in this
data. PC1 in both cases separate better the clusters.

score
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-0.21
-0.20
...
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.24

Male
PC1
Feature
score
mcep5
-0.22
mcep18
-0.21
str4
-0.21
mcep21
-0.19
...
...
voicing rate 0.18
mcep1
0.20
B4
0.22
spec entropy4 0.27

PCA
PC2
feature
score
spec entropy1 -0.24
mcep7
-0.21
mcep6
-0.20
mcep2
-0.19
...
...
Hamm eﬀort 0.20
pitch entropy 0.21
str1
0.22
mcep0
0.27

Table 2: Main loadings for acoustic features for the male and female PCA analysis
presented in Figure 1.
Female PCA
PC1
PC2
Feature
score feature
spec entropy1 -0.22 spec entropy4
spec entropy -0.20 mcep2
mcep6
-0.20 Hamm breathy
mcep11
-0.20 spec entropy5
...
... ...
mcep0
0.17 str4
formant disp 0.18 logpow
pitch entropy 0.19 Hamm eﬀort
voicing rate 0.21 str3

SFFS-LM analysis

The higher positive and negative loadings of the PCA analysis are presented in
Table 2. For PC1 mostly spectral features are the more loaded and also voicing
rate. For PC2 spectral features, voicing strengths and voice quality features are
highly loaded. Is interesting to notice that prosody features did not appear as
good discriminators of the two conditions. An analysis of variance of these measures (one way ANOVA) indicates that almost all the measures are signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent between polite and eﬃcient condition with p-value < 0.001 except for
str4, mcep6 and Hamm eﬀort on the male data.
4.2

In Table 3 the features that best predict task accuracy for male and female data
are presented. In this case all the data was used irrespective of the diﬀerence
score. If task accuracy is systematically aﬀected by the politeness/eﬃciency condition we would like to know whether there are predominant acoustic features
in each condition. In this case task accuracy in the polite condition seem to

be better predicted by prosody features like max f0, min f0, std f0, energy, and
also some spectral features. Task accuracy in the eﬃciency condition seems to
be less dependent on prosody features. An analysis of variance of these measures showed that most of these measures are not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent between
the two classes polite and eﬃcient. Here again the spectral features are more
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent among the two conditions.

Conclusions

Predicted accuracy Female
Polite (14.3%) Eﬃcient (13.95%)
mcep23
*** str2
◦
max f0
. spec entropy1 ***
spec entropy2 ** spec entropy2 **
min f0
◦ mag2
◦
mag1
* mcep23
***
std f0
◦ min f0
◦
pitch entropy . pitch entropy .
spec entropy1 *** str1
***
mcep1
◦ max f0
◦
str1
*** mcep5
***

Predicted accuracy Male
Polite (4.85%) Eﬃcient (5.15%)
std f0
** mcep13
◦
min f0
* std f0
◦
energy
*** energy
***
mcep10
◦ mcep4
***
mcep18
*** spec entropy4 ***
mcep0
◦ str
◦
mcep6
*** str5
***
pitch entropy ◦ min f0
*
str
◦ mcep7
***
mcep16
*** mcep10
◦

Table 3: Main acoustic predictors of accuracy for all the data. In parentheses is indicated
the prediction error for each case. p-value after ANOVA of measures between the two
classes polite and eﬃcient is indicated by the signiﬁcance codes: ***<0.001, **<0.01,
*<0.05, . <0.1, ◦ <1.

5

In this paper we have presented an acoustic analysis of politeness and eﬃciency
in a cooperative time-sensitive task experiment.
In the PCA experiment we have found not so clear clusters or tendencies
on the data analysed, although some individual sessions present clear clusters.
One explanation could be that actually for some speakers there is no acoustic
diﬀerence between the two conditions. In that case it would be necessary to perceptually annotate the words in the sessions so we can be sure that at perception
level some words actually sound polite. This is in fact an important issue when
analysing social signals, aﬀect or emotions in spontaneous interactions, since it is
not easy to ﬁnd relevant speech material that includes corresponding perceptual
annotations.
In the SFFS-LM experiment we have found that task accuracy in the polite condition is better predicted by prosody features and task accuracy in the
eﬃcient condition seems to be less dependent on prosody features. This result
seems to be more in line with the general tendency described on the literature
that pitch is a good predictor of politeness [1, 5]. However, the analysis of variance of the features that better predict task accuracy showed that these features
do not discriminate well among the two conditions polite and eﬃcient. So we can

not conclude that the politeness condition was the only (or main) factor that
aﬀected task accuracy. One hypothesis, that will be analysed in future work, is
that in the experiment task accuracy would have been also aﬀected by task or
cognitive load.
During the maze task, the trials in a block became increasingly more diﬃcult, and in the second and fourth blocks the cursor controls were ﬂipped. The
participants were informed about this change so they have to concentrate more
on these blocks. In the literature it has been reported that speech rate, energy
contour, F0 and spectral parameters are correlated with task load and stress
[6], so we will analyse whether these features discriminate diﬀerent levels of task
load among the four blocks of the experiment.
Acknowledgements. The research leading to these results has received funding
from the EU Programme FP7/2007-2013, under grant agreement no. 231287
(SSPNet).
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Abstract. Listener vocalizations convey affective and epistemic states behind
the listener’s intentions while the interlocutor is talking. The meaning annotation of such vocalizations is a crucial step in synthesis of listener vocalizations.
This paper presents a perception study to annotate meaning of vocalizations. In
this study, subjects annotate (characterize) a set of listener vocalizations using a
multi-dimensional set of meaning descriptors. The set of stimulus vocalizations
is selected based on intonation clustering. We investigate the typical impressions
and the appropriateness of meanings conveyed by vocalizations, based on high
agreement ratings provided by the participants. We also discuss the suitability of
the annotation procedure to generate expressive listener vocalizations.
Keywords: listener vocalizations, perception study, meaning, speech synthesis

Introduction

Nowadays spoken and multimodal dialogue systems attempt to model the computer’s
part of the dialogue in both the speaker and the listener role [12, 16]. That means the
machine must emit signs of listening while the user is speaking: backchannels [19] or
expressive feedback signals [1]. In multimodal dialogue systems, some of these signals
can be visual, such as head nods, smiles, or raised eyebrows [5]; in the vocal channel,
backchannel and feedback signals can be realized as listener vocalizations. Listener
vocalizations like mhm, right, yeah, uh-huh are not only produced to make the interaction more natural but also to signal affective meanings such as anger, amusement and
epistemic meanings such as interested, agreeing.
Yngve [19] investigated responses such as uh-huh, yes, okay; he called them as “behavior in the back channel”. Duncan [6] attempted to correlate meaning with segmental
forms like yeah, right and I see; whereas Schegloff [17] and McCarthy [10] noted the
multifunctioning of vocalizations. Later studies [8, 18] indicates that several behavior
properties like segmental form, intonation, voice-quality have inﬂuence on the meaning
conveyed by vocalizations.
Although several studies attempted to understand meanings of vocalizations, there
has been not much focus on how these vocalizations can be used for synthesis. An
integrative account of all these studies must be considered in a bigger picture. It requires
the following sequence of steps: (i) identiﬁcation of suitable meaning descriptors; (ii)

annotation of appropriateness for each meaning descriptor; (iii) identifying a typical
impression of meanings for each vocalization; (iv) analyzing the impact of behavioral
properties like segmental form and intonation on perceived meaning. We attempt the
above steps in this paper.
In order to synthesize an appropriate listener vocalization, we require two kinds of
information about each of the available vocalizations [13]: a typical impression of the
meaning that the vocalization could convey; and how appropriate is the vocalization
for a given meaning. In this paper, we experiment a methodology to ﬁnd meanings of
vocalizations that are usable for synthesis. We conduct a listening test where subjects
annotate (characterize) a set of listener vocalizations using a multi-dimensional set of
meaning descriptors.
Considering the possibility to improve acoustic variability using imposed intonation contours [14], we also investigate the relevance of intonation and segmental form
on the perceived meaning. This motivates the procedure of stimuli selection for the experiment. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the vocalizations database
used in this study is described. Section 3 describes our meaning descriptors used in this
study. In Section 4 our approach to select representative vocalizations is explained. In
this section the perception experiment is also explained. In Section 5 main results are
discussed and in Section 6 ﬁndings are summarized.

2 Vocalizations database

Prudence Poppy Spike Obadiah
25
30
32
26
128
174
94
45

To collect natural listener vocalizations from dialogue speech, we recorded about half
an hour of free dialogue with professional British actors. Four British actors were selected for four Sensitive Artiﬁcial Listener (SAL) voices: cheerful (Poppy), neutral
(Prudence), gloomy (Obadiah), and aggressive (Spike) voices. The British actors were
originally chosen for the recordings required for building new TTS voices. In addition
to speech synthesis recordings, free dialogue of around 30 minutes was recorded with
each of the British speakers. The recording setup and instructions given to the actors
are described in [15].

Corpus duration (in minutes)
number of vocalizations

Table 1: British English listener vocalizations recorded for the four SAL characters

Once the dialogue was recorded for all four characters, listener vocalizations were
marked on the time axis and transcribed as a single (pseudo-)word, such as myeah
or (laughter). With respect to the number of listener vocalizations they produced the
speakers varied enormously. Whereas Obadiah produced only 45 vocalizations, Poppy
produced 174 (see Table 1).

3 Meaning descriptors

We started by establishing a list of meaning dimensions, based on three sources: the
most frequent categories in an exploratory annotation study on German listener vocal-

Scale type Source
unipolar
Emotional categories
unipolar
unipolar
unipolar
unipolar
unipolar
IPA categories
unipolar
bipolar
Baron-Cohen’s categories
bipolar
bipolar
bipolar

izations [15]; the most frequently used annotations of the SEMAINE corpus [11] – a
large and annotated collection of dialogue of the SAL domain; and a set of affectiveepistemic descriptors used to describe visual listener behavior [4].
Descriptors
anger
sadness
amusement
happiness
contempt
solidarity
antagonism
(un)certain
(dis)agreeing
(un)interested
(high/low)anticipation

Table 2: Consolidated list of meaning descriptors used in this study
The three sources were consolidated into a list of 11 descriptors as shown in Table 2.
The table shows the scale type (unipolar/bipolar) of meaning descriptors. We made sure
that these categories are derived from three different backgrounds, emotional categories
[7], Baron-Cohen’s epistemic mental states [3] and Bales Interaction Process Analysis
(IPA) [2]. Whereas epistemic states can be used to transmit attitudinal mental states of
listener, IPA labels can be used to convey social meanings in dialogue.

This section describes our approach to annotate meanings of listener vocalizations. Annotation of meaning for all listener vocalizations is a tedious and time consuming process. Instead, annotation of selective vocalizations would be more cost effective. As
literature [8, 18] suggests that the meaning of vocalization highly correlates with segmental form and intonation, we propose a semi-automatic procedure to select representative vocalizations of segmental forms and intonation contours in the corpus. This
also facilitates us to investigate the relevance of segmental form and intonation on the
perceived meaning.

Approach

Two sets of stimuli were manually extracted from the clustered data for the purpose
of selecting representative vocalizations that cover the maximum number of possible
segmental forms and intonation contours. We aimed for two sets that contain, on one
hand, stimuli with the same segmental form (as determined from the single-word description) varying in intonation (identiﬁed in the following as ﬁxed segmental form);
and on the other hand, stimuli with the same intonation (ﬂat intonation contour) and
varying in segmental form (henceforth, ﬁxed intonation contour). Thus we manually
selected samples from clusters as follows: (i) in order to get wide range of contour
shapes, we selected one or two representative samples from each cluster with same segmental form (i.e. yeah); (ii) we selected samples with different segmental forms from
a single cluster where contour shape is constant. Table 3 shows the number of selected
stimuli for the experiment.

Character Fixed segmental form Fixed intonation contour
Poppy
15
8
Spike
10
9
Obadiah
5
8
Prudence
8
9
Total
38
34

Perception experiment

Table 3: Character wise number of vocalizations selected for meaning annotation

4.2

Scale-based ratings capture inherent ambiguity more than forced-choice test. We designed a web-based perception study for participants. The ﬁrst page provided instructions, the second page collected demographic information and the following pages
present the audio and rating scales one at a time, as shown in Figure 1. The stimuli
were presented to the participants in a random order for eliminating order and fatigue
effects. Participants could play the audio as many times as they liked before providing
meaning ratings. A 5-points Likert scale for each meaning was used: from 1 (absolutely no attribution) to 5 (extremely high attribution) for unipolar meaning categories;
from -2 (extremely negative attribution) to +2 (extremely positive attribution) for bipolar meaning categories. “No Real Impression” option was provided for each meaning
scale in case the participant is unsure.
44 participants (20 women, 24 men) took part in the annotation study. 22 participants provided ratings for the vocalizations in test set ﬁxed segmental form (9 women,
13 men) and 22 participants rated vocalizations in test set ﬁxed intonation contour (11
women, 11 men).

4

4.1 Stimuli selection

In order to study each of the vocalizations per meaning, we ﬁrst introduce the term
meaning-vocalization combination that is used in the rest of this paper. Each vocalization can convey maximally 11 meanings used in the corpus annotation. One stimulus

5 Results and discussion

The stimuli are selected based on a semi-automatic clustering of intonation contours.
For clustering vocalizations according to intonation, a contour was automatically computed for each vocalization by ﬁtting a 3rd-order polynomial to f0 values extracted using
the Snack pitch tracker [9]. Polynomials can approximate intonation contours of speech
signal in unvoiced regions. Separately for each speaker, we used K-means clustering of
intonation contours to identify the vocalizations with a similar intonation.

Fig. 1: A screenshot of the web page for the perception study
indicates 11 meaning-vocalization combinations. For example, in the case of Prudence
(see Table 4), 187 meaning-vocalization combinations (17 stimuli * 11 meaning categories) were available for analysis.
5.1 High versus Low agreement
Table 4 shows the high variability on agreement of meaning-vocalization combinations
for Prudence. In this table high agreement is identiﬁed with circles or arrows and low
agreement is identiﬁed with a dot (·). In order to identify high agreement versus low
agreement of meaning-vocalization combinations, we computed the interquartile range
(IQR) of ratings provided for each combination. We considered that a combination has
high agreement if the IQR of the combination is less than one third of the meaning scale
range. In other words, a combination has high agreement if more than 50% of the raters
agree within one third of the meaning scale range. The high agreement combinations
indicates typical impression of the meaning on the vocalization.
Table 4 shows that the number of low agreement annotations (identiﬁed as ·) are
higher in the ﬁxed intonation contour set when compared to the ﬁxed segmental form
set for Prudence. The same tendency was observed when taking into account all the vocalizations in our corpus, that is 792 (72 stimuli * 11 categories) meaning-vocalization
combinations, from which 418 combinations belong to the ﬁxed segmental form set
and 374 belong to the ﬁxed intonation contour set. Figure 2 shows a global picture of
high agreement versus low agreement combinations for all the corpus. While around
60% of the ﬁxed segmental form combinations show high-agreement, only 40% of the
ﬁxed intonation contour combinations show high-agreement. This seems to indicate
that the participants perceived more distinguishable information from intonation when
compared to segmental form. In other words, this evidence indicates that the intonation
contour is highly relevant for signaling meaning when compared to phonetic segmental
form.
5.2 Appropriateness of high agreement annotations
Not all vocalizations with high agreement may be suitable to convey a speciﬁc meaning
for synthesis. In this work the suitability of a meaning-vocalization combination is cal-

◦ · ◦ ◦ · · ◦ ↑ ↑ ◦ ↑

yeah

mhm

right

yes

◦ ◦ · · ◦ ⇑ ◦ ↑ ↑ ↑ ·

◦ · ◦ ◦ ◦ · · ◦ ↑ · ·

◦ ◦ ⇑ ⇑ ◦ ⇑ ◦ ↑ ↑ ↑ ·

aha

◦ · ◦ ◦ ◦ · ◦ ◦ ◦ ↓ ◦ tsright

◦ · ◦ ◦ · ↑ · · · ↓ ◦

tsgosh

Fixed intonation contour

◦ ◦ · · · · ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦

◦ ◦ · · · ⇑ ◦ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑

· · ◦ ◦ · · · ↑ · · ◦

· ◦ ◦ ◦ · · · · · · ·

· · ◦ ◦ · · · ◦ ◦ ◦ ↑

· · ◦ ◦ · · · ↑ · · ·

· · ◦ ◦ · ↑ · · ◦ · ·

· · · ◦ · · · · · · ◦

· · · · · · · ↑ ◦ · ·

intonation-contour
anger
sadness
amusement
happiness
contempt
solidarity
antagonism
certain
agreeing
interested
anticipation

Fixed segmental form

tsyes

segmental form

◦ ⇑ ◦ ◦ ◦ · ◦ ◦ ◦ · ◦ tsyeah

◦ · ◦ ◦ · ↑ ◦ ↑ ↑ ◦ ◦

intonation-contour
anger
sadness
amusement
happiness
contempt
solidarity
antagonism
certain
agreeing
interested
anticipation

culated by computing the median of ratings provided for that combination. However,
we can not conclude about suitability of low agreement ratings.
We distinguish three levels of appropriateness based on where the participants tend
to agree on the meaning scale. A meaning-vocalization combination is very appropriate
if the participants tend to agree on positive (in case of unipolar and bipolar scales) or
negative (in case of bipolar scale) end of meaning scale. The combination is not appropriate to convey the meaning if they tend to agree on ‘0’. In other words, we can say
that the combinations are “very appropriate”, “somewhat appropriate”, and “not appropriate” when the median is greater than two third of meaning scale, between one third
and two third, and less than one third respectively. Among high-agreement meaningvocalization combinations available in our corpus, it was found that, 7.2% (30) are very
appropriate, 22.4% (93) are somewhat appropriate, and 70.4% (293) are not appropriate
combinations. This result is highly relevant in speech synthesis, that is, one vocalization can be “not appropriate”, “somewhat appropriate” or “very appropriate” for several
different meanings at the same time. These three categories can be used, for example,
in an algorithm for unit-selection synthesis (i.e. vocalization selection) that considers

Table 4: Segmental form, intonation contour and meaning of Prudence’s stimuli. Meaningvocalization combination is represented using the following symbols.
◦: vocalization is not appropriate for the meaning;
↑ or ↓ : vocalization is somewhat appropriate;
⇑ or ⇓ : vocalization is very appropriate for the meaning;
·: the annotation has low agreement (we can not conclude on appropriateness);
↓ and ⇓ : negative sides of bipolar scales

yeah

yeah

yeah

yeah

yeah

yeah

yeah

yeah

segmental form

Fig. 2: Percentage of high and low agreement meaning-vocalization combinations
appropriateness to realize a particular intended (target) meaning. The evaluation of such
unit-selection algorithm has been presented in [13].
5.3 Inherent ambiguity of listener vocalizations

Conclusion

Fig. 3: Histogram of multiple meanings

According to Table 4, the vocalization aha can convey 5 meanings (solidarity, certain,
agreeing, interested, anticipation), whereas the vocalization right does not convey any
meaning available in our descriptors. Figure 3 shows the histogram of possible meanings for the listener vocalizations in our corpus. Among 72 stimuli, 14 vocalizations
(19.5%) convey no meaning, 27 (37.5%) convey single meaning, and the remaining
31 (43%) convey multiple meanings. On average, a single vocalization in this corpus
can convey 1.68 meanings, this conﬁrms the argumentations already made in the literature [10,17]. Indeed the inherent ambiguity of listener vocalizations is a very interesting
feature to exploit in speech synthesis, because a single vocalization can be used in multiple instances.

6

In this paper, we explored a multi-dimensional annotation methodology to annotate
listener vocalizations in view of conversational speech synthesis. We conclude the following issues from this study: (i) this methodology can provide a typical impression
of meanings from high agreement annotations; (ii) unit-selection algorithms can beneﬁt from the annotation of meaning on scales: it captures appropriateness of listener
vocalizations for a given meaning; (iii) one vocalization can convey several meanings,

which is useful for the usage of the same vocalization in several instances; (iv) the evidence indicates that the intonation contour is highly relevant for signaling meaning
when compared to the phonetic segmental form - in support for improving acoustic
variability using imposed-intonation contours.
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An experimental triangulative research design for
analyzing consumer behavior
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Abstract. The first couture house Yves Saint Laurent or the leading fashion
designer Tom Ford are only a few that create print advertisements which
particularly go back to nudity and erotism as a mean of design. Despite
controversial discussions sensual elements, romantic themes or sexual
illustrations have become almost commonplace in advertising campaigns. The
use of erotic stimuli in advertisements seems especially interesting for products
which must compete strongly for consumer’s attention.
The literature proposes different theoretical models through which the effects of
these stimuli may be understood. The Stimulus-Organism-Response (SOR)
framework is used as the basis of the research project to explore and to identify
the emotional states (intervened variables) which influence various dimension
of purchase behavior (see Kroeber-Riel/Weinberg, 2008, S.30 et seqq). This
outlines the following main research question of the related project: “What kind
of emotional reactions can be derived by erotic and sexual stimuli in
advertisements?” The first attempt is to identify how persons respond to
different kind of stimuli by classifying the intensity of brain waves.
Only little research has been done to measure the impact of sexual-oriented
advertisements on consumer’s attitude (emotions) or behavior (purchase).
Against this theoretical background the purpose of the research is to close this
gap in creating an experimental triangulative research design that enables
different kind of implicit methods of emotion measurement that prevents bias
which usually arises (only) from questioned surveys. The combination of the
implicit research methods EEG (electroencephalographic), eye tracking,
biometric measurement (heart rate, galvanic skin response etc.) (see GröppelKlein/Braun 2001) and facial emotion measurement equipment is applied to
enhance the measurement quality with regard to understand consumers’ deep
subconscious responses to sexual-oriented stimuli. We assume that the
triangulative approach (combining different instruments to measure the same
research object [emotions]) presents the best way to achieve reliable results.
Whilst the EEG measure the means of brainwave activity (see Rothschild et al.
1988), the eye tracking enables the measurement of the actually perceived
information that comes from the human visual process (see KroeberRiel/Weinberg, 2008, p.264). To get valuable information the eye tracker is
used to verify via infrared, where and how long test persons are looking at
different parts of the displayed frames (see Duchowski, 2007, p.263). Biometric

and the facial emotion measurement provide further data to accompany
brainwave monitoring and eye tracking. The last stage in the research project
contains an explicit standardised recall survey among the participants. The test
persons are asked to give an evaluation of every advertisement. The
combination of different implicit methods provides a picture of how persons
respond to stimuli material and which emotional engagement they have.
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